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Journal

Spring / Summer Overview 2014
Lifestyle & Active

W I L D  W E E K E ND BA S E  C AM P
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

T H E  O U TDOO R

< -- >
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Camping is part of the outdoor life tradition, 
allowing people of all ages and backgrounds 
to reconnect with their extraordinary natu-
ral heritage. Whether it’s a night under the 
stars in the backyard or backcountry, whe-
ther sleeping in a conventional tent or a con-
venient sleeping bag, this particular expe-
rience allows people to see the country and 
experience the outdoors in an intimate way. 
To learn how to become a perfect camper is 
simple, but it does take a little planning, and 
a few tips. This journal will help you learn to  
know in order to start your adventure.

C H A N G E  LOCATION

C H A N G E  R O U T I N E
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- G E T  O U T S I D E -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

LET ’S  GO  CAMPING
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Social & Company awareness
Think global

WE ARE ALL

U N D E R  t h e
SAME TENT
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- G R E E N  I N S P I R A T I O N -
Camping: a simple way to enjoy nature

and minimize your track

Is it possible to minimize our track in a simple  and 
functional way, capable of generating benefit for 
enviroment and for ourselves? The best answer 
to this question is about the camping concept. 
It is a trend capable of being socially and envi-
ronmentally sustainable, therefore characterized 
by a strong green footprint. Camping makes us 
closer to nature in a primordial way, trasforming 
our habits in  “sustainable habits”.
During a weekend where you can enjoy nature, 
play sports, spending time with your friends and 

relaxing, your track can reduce its level without 
you being aware of. This journal helps you to re-
member how many benefits camping can convey 
to the enviroment involving you to enjoyn it.
Essential items, appropriate clothing and good 
company is what you need to start your adven-
ture! This trend can also became an opportunity 
for  companies to take responsibility for the envi-
ronment, getting people to practice camping in 
a different way, too. Camping could be the green 
inspiration that we need to safeguard the world.
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Tu rn - o f f  t h e

c o n d i t i o n e r

Camping can minimize your footprint in a diffe-
rent way. Especially if you practice it during sum-
mer months, this activity will help you stay without 
any kind of air-conditioner to defend yourself  
from the heat, or to use electric energy to perform 
your daily activities and light up your evening. 
Trees will help you to stay fresh. The only energy 
you will need is your own, to play sport or trekking 
through nature.

Air conditioning systems represent one of the 
most significant energy costs: a conditioner that 
functions for 8 hours per day in a 4-month period 
consumes about 1.000-2.000 kWh. 
Assuming an electricity cost of 0,3 $/kWh you 
could spend about 302-605 $ for summer re-
freshment.
Your awareness means thinking...Safeguard natu-
re and act locally turning-off the air condition, too.

Social & Company awareness
Act local (step 1)

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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T U R N - O F F  t h e

L I G H T
Turn-off the light, too. You’ll be lit by stars and  the 
camp fire, ready to involve you to sharing! 
A lighting system could be necessary for your sa-
fety. About this consider the areas that may need 
light , such as around communal areas, tents and 
tables. Consider the lights that may be needed for 
personal or work use and think of the power that 
will be required. Don’t forget to use a power sy-
stems such as renewable energy, as much as you 

can. Every year a family can use about 2.700 kWh of 
electricity, spending about 2.063-2.750 $ for elec-
tricity and gas. Going camping can be the right 
solution to minimize your expenditure and reduce 
your waste. Thinking green is the first step to beco-
me a perfect camper! Show your love and respect 
for nature by not causing unnecessary damage to 
your environment. “Leave No Track” is one of the 
cornerstones of our eco-friendly camping. 

Social & Company awareness
Act local (step 2)
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1) A functional tent easy to equip. It would be 
better to bring a packable and lightweight 
tent to improve trasportation.

2) A good sleeping bag and a foam mat to 
sleep on.

3) A hammock that can help you to find comfy.

4) A hiking backpack, make sure it is nicely fra-
med with lots of pockets. Waterproof packs 
are a must as well.

5) Extra jacket, and at least one extra pair of 
clothes.

6)  A big blanket for you to relax in sunny spots.

7) A binoculas to improve the view of the na-
ture that surrounds you. Remember not to for-
get binoculas while you are trekking.

8) A torch to safeguard yourself when there’s 
no lighting and to tell horror stories around 
the camp fire.

9) A camera to capture the best moment of 
your adventures and share them.

10) A bug-spray to defend you by insects.

11) A firestarter and wood  to equip the 
campfire.

12) A fold-a-stove with stove pellets and a 
small camping pot for food.

13) Extra water bottles.

14) Paper and pencil, to write down ideas, 
poetry, stories, or just to doodle. Experiences 
should inspire the imagination.

15) A Pocket knife.

For Each
PERSON

 - - - - - - ->

e s s e n t i a l s
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- C H ANG E  r o u t i n e -
Step by step

Breath by breath...

When you go camping there are many benefits for 
the enviroment, but also for yourself. Camping is 
social for many of those who enjoy the activity. Hi-
king is, by far, the most popular sports and leisure 
activity to participate in while camping (seventy per-
cent of camping participants say they enjoy hiking 
while camping). 
Going camping can become an excellent oppor-
tunity to test yourself playing sport in the wild. 
Everything will seem easier, giving yourself a he-
althy experience. In addition to hiking, the most po-

pular activities performed during camping are trail 
running , road biking, canoeing, running/jogging, 
mountain biking, climbing and slacklining.
A boulder can become your climbing wall, the 
trunks can be the right support to exercise with 
slacklining, dirty paths through the trees can give 
you good vibes if you choose to run across them.
To improve your experience, share it with your frien-
ds and family. 
They can take the best photos of your outdoor mo-
ments.
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ACT IVE
c o ll ec t i o n
- - - - - - >
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M’S CASPIO

M439122    DARK GREY / BLUE                    100% nylon coated
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M’S TAYMYR

M473126    ORANGE / DARK GREY  Tank tech 100% polyester

M’S ARAL

M429129    BLACK        Tank tech 80% polyamide 20% elastan
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FUEL YOUR

PASSION
- - - - - - -
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M’S CASPIO

M439122    DARK GREY / BLUE                    100% nylon coated
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WHAT CAN
STOPP ING YOU?

noth ing .
- - - - - - >
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W’S BAYKAL

M474237    BLACK             Tank tech 85% polyester 15% elastan

W’S EYRE

M429240    BLACK       Tank tech 80% polyamide 20% elastan
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W’S ONEGA

M439233    DARK GREY / PINK                      100% nylon coated
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FUEL YOUR

INSTINCT
- - - - - - -
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W’S ONEGA

M439233    DARK GREY / PINK                      100% nylon coated
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THINGS
YOU ’LL need

- - - - ->
1) Technological garments able to be anti-
bacterical, quick dry and breathable.

2) A right outfit to run/jog or hike.

3) Join your activities with a pair of headpho-
nes. Don’t forget it!

4) Slackline for exercise. Remember that it’s 
possible to use the trees trunks like support!

5) If you like climbing don’t forget to bring 
with you some mats to protect yourself in case 
of a fall. Packable mats shuold be your must-
have!

6) Extra jacket for morning and night. A fun-
ctional rain jacket could be the best choice: 
it can defend you if it’s raining and keep your 
body warm in the evening.

7) Socks, socks, socks, and underwear!

8) Hat (optional, but extremely recommen-
ded).

9) Gym towel to use while you’re playing 
sport. You have to remember it especially du-
ring summer months!

10) One thick plastic water bottle to stay fresh 
during activities. Nalgene bottles are recom-
mended because they are shatter-proof you 
can refill it at water fountains, which doesn’t 
count as cheating.

11) A map for the bigger cities if you choose 
to trek through the city where you go cam-
ping.

12) A First aid kit.

13) Friends to involve you to do the activities 
and with whom sharing the experience.

14) Energy, passion and instinct!
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L I F ESTYLE
c o ll ec t i o n
- - - - - - >
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M’S BALATON

M403146    BLUE                                                              100% cotton

M’S TUZ

M404168    DARK GREY                                                 100% cotton
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M’S INARI

M403145    BLUE                                         100% cotton chambray

M’S JARID

M426150    GREY                                                              100% cotton
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M’S ONTARIO

M404149    GREY              50% polyester 25% cotton 25% rayon

M’S SHERMAN

M439142    BLUE                                  100% nylon ripstop coated
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M’S HURON

M404171    WHITE           50% polyester 25% cotton 25% rayon
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THE PINE SINGS 

BUT THER ’S
W I N D

- - - - - - -
no
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M’S ERIE

M404166    BLACK                                                           100% cotton

M’S SHERMAN

M439142    DARK GREY                     100% nylon ripstop coated
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M’S MALAWI

M477153    RED / DARK GREY                          100% nylon taslan
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L E A R N  t h e

N A T U R E
G O  L I G H T
- - - - - - >
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W’S LAKE

M403256    BLUE                                        100% cotton chambray

W’S NYOS

M439254    LIGHT GREY                                   100% nylon coated
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W’S URMIA

M404258    GREY                                                             100% cotton

W’S HULLET

M426261    BLUE                                           98% cotton 2% elastan
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- - - - - - -
NATURE IS NOT
a p lace to visit

IT IS HOME
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W’S CRATER

M404259    WHITE                               65% wool 35% polyacrylic

W’S NYOS

M439254    BLUE                                                 100% nylon coated
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K ONTARIO

M404449    BLUE             50% polyester 25% cotton 25% rayon

K VOSTOK

M404470    RED                                                                100% cotton
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for the PARTY

TO  share
Sharing & Cooking

Instruction

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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- T u r n  o f f  Y O U R  p h on e -
Let yourself be inspired

by nature

Yes you can! you can turn-off your phone and en-
joy the many opportunities that camping can give 
you. You will have time to read your favorite book, 
to take the best photos of nature details or to cap-
ture the best moment of your outdoor adventu-
res with your family or friends. Camping is also a 
way to share and meet new people from different 
countries. You will spend your time to roast gree-
dy mashmallows around the fire,  play instruments, 
sing and dance until late night. Bring with you an 
instrument like guitar to gather your new friends 

and join the party. When comes dinner time you 
will have fun in cooking “wild recipes” on the bar-
becue. If there are many people able to cook and 
manage the fire you can start a funny competition 
testing who is the best “wild chef”!
Going camping means that you can live the “sha-
ring experience” in real life.
The right dose of happiness and creativity can 
transform every moment in an unique moment...
Allow yourself to be inspired by nature! let’s go 
party under the star light!
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You can draw additional benefits from the journal 
to amaze your friend with simple and greezy re-
cipes. If you want to be the best “wild chef” of 
your crew let’s start your training at home with the 
recipes that we show you. Just scan the qr-code!
Don’t forget all the items you need to cook when 

you will go camping. Your silverware and dishes 
should be reusable, ideally made of aluminum, 
stainless steel, or BPA-free plastic. It’s important 
to avoid the use of  plastic utensils because they 
create a tremendous amount of waste.
Follow our tips to end you camping lessons!
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T i p s
- - - - ->

1) Bring with you a musical instrument. Try a 
harmonica, being as they are small and easy 
to learn. Create your own style!

2) Fake the military ration packs. Each pack 
should contain an entree, drink, snack, des-
sert, and some sauces and cutlery. Some sort 
of heating device and a pot will be required. 
Boil the entree to heat it up, then open it and 
eat with the provided cutlery. Simple!

3) To make your cooking time functional and 
creative take a metal spoon and fork and bend 
the tips of the handles around your carabiner.

4) Make a grilled crescent roll over the fire. 
Stuff it when cream cheese, marshmallows or 
chocolate to make it taste even better!

5) Make a lantern using a bottle of mountain 
dew + baking soda + peroxide. To make 
another lantern, wrap a headlamp flashlight 
around a jug of water. Instant lantern!

6) Place foam tiles on the floor of a tent to 
make it softer to walk and sleep on.

7) Bring your favourite book with you. A comfy 
hammok sholud be the best solution  to im-
prove the experience!

8) If you’re really adventurous, you might try 
bringing along a Pocket Shower to take a 
quick, 10 minute shower in the park!

9) Pulls out of the closet your favourite table 
games to share them!

10) Don’t leave your moka at home. A cup of 
coffe is always necessary to face your wild par-
ty night!

11) A travel camping mug should be the right 
solution to heat up your drink directly on the 
grill.
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The longest camping trips occur during the sum-
mer months. Campers spend nearly two or three 
days on each trip. About this, the 2nd issue wants 
to show you how how simple it is to spend a per-
fect camping weekend.
Usually you don’t have to go so far away to practi-
ce this activity; you can probably find a park close 
to your city. We recommend you to get informa-
tion by web to find the nearest park or sites espe-

cially the ones that are designed for.
We intimate you to follow our camping pills to 
trasform your weekend in a perfect “outdoor wild 
weekend basecamp”! Your day off will be full of 
fun, health and relax. Every moment will give you 
a different outdoor experience. 
Think green, stay fresh, go share...Everything can 
happen in just a weekend!  

HOW TO GO
urban camping

i n  t h e  PARK

- - - - - - - - - - - ->

What can happen
in a weekend
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h: 10.00 a.m.
Arrive at your

dest inat ion and 

let ’s start your 

adventure . . .->

h :  1 1 .00 a .m .
Equipe your tent

and stage your

camp fire . . .
->
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h: 12.00 a.m.
Let ’s start your

training and

enjoy it . . .

->
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h: 04.00 p.m.
Take time to

relax, read, sha-

re, take photos,

dream. . .->
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h: 07.00 p.m.
Let ’s start to

equipe the fire 

and cook your 

“wi ld recipes” . . .

->
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h: 10.00 p .m.
Enjoy the par-

ty and enlighten 

your wild night . . .
->
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h: 10.00 a.m.
Refi l l  your

energy and get

ready for ano-

ther wild day. . .

->
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Mountain Affair was born out of its creator’s love for the mountains and all their aspects. 
Numerous trips and walks, among exquisite locations with wonderful sights, stay overs 
in the best resorts of the world, have led to a meticulous research regarding the fabrics, 
style and functionality of the product itself. Avant-garde fabrics, stitching and applications 
are used with the purpose of achieving the maximum comfort in any kind of atmospheric 
and environmental circumstance. The product is created for all the sport professionals 
and those who love sports in general: Ski, Climbing , Ice Climbing, Backpacking , Hiking, 
Trekking, Running , Biking eTc. Movement freedom is the basis of any performance in all 
sports, therefore functionality and simplicity are principles embodied, by all our products. 
The Mountain Affair product belongs to both: the Active and Lifestyle areas. Lifestyle area, 
one can find everyday use items, which are inspired by the Outdoor and can be used in the 
mountains, as well as in the city. These products stand out trough their line and techno-
logy-oriented contemporary fabrics, such as cotton, piqué, Wool and Cashmere. In the 
Active area, one can find technology-inspired highly functional items which can be worn 
during sports practice. The functionality goal is fulfilled, through the use of fabrics such as 
three layers , neoprene, pile, mesh, ripstop as well as windproof, waterproof, windstopper, 
we could mention the wind-stopper treatment or the use of three layer fabrics, fluorescent 
waterproof zips and reflecting zipping.

Our first product was a water-repellent jacket, designed for’ trips. The item was concei-
ved in order to expand the freedom of ’ the hiker, within the widest range of possibilities. 
We quickly evolved into something more dynamic, a company which produces innovative 
clothing, trying to improve the way in which we get around town, on the hills or in the 
mountains.

We believe it is possible to create superior quality items for superior prices, reinventing the 
traditional development, production and distribution processes.
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ROMA
Via Tomacelli, 154 / 155

00186 Roma
Tel 06.68309585
Fax 06.68213048

roma@mountainaffair.it

MOUNTAIN AFFAIR STORES

BOLOGNA
Via Rizzoli, 30

40126 Bologna
Tel 051.272104

Fax 051.2914480
bologna@mountainaffair.it

FRANCIACORTA OUTLET VILLAGE
P. zza Cascina Moie 1 / 2

Rodengo Saiano 25050 (BS)
Tel 030.6119781
Fax 030.6811349

franciacorta@mountainaffair.it
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Follow us on:

mountainaffair.it
The Shop On-line is coming soon...

To read the italian version of the journal:
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More info on:

Managed by

A.R.P. aims to be the preferred partner of Compa-
nies best in class in their field, offering its creativi-
ty and organizational expertise, and guaranteeing 
dedicated store management services in locations 
always featuring innovative design, positioned in 
highly visible spots.

If you wish to be Mountain Affair retail partner or reseller, contact:     

A.R.P. S.p.A.
Viale Parioli, 87 -  00197 Roma

tel:  06.8083680 - fax: 06.8077539
mail: infoarp@arpspa.com

arpspa.com
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mountainaffair.it


